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A very warm 
welcome! 

Aboard Sengo 
Aboard Sengo November 2016 
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Gove 

Australia’s 
northern-most 
capital  
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Darwin 

Where the British tried 
to beat the Dutch and 
French to settle the 
north. 

 

Sailing into Sunsets 

In November Sengo headed west, 
travelling across the Northern Territory 
coast from the Queensland border 
through to Darwin. The days are hot and 
the humidity is exhausting although 
despite this month being officially the 
start of wet season we haven’t seen a 
huge amount of rainfall. 

Sengo at Victoria, Port Essington 
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Head west young people… 

Red Orange Sails in the Sunset 
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1st November 2016. The day of the Melbourne 
Cup. At the top of the country it is billed as the 
Race That Stops The Cape and the frivolities at the 
Punsand Bay campground (north of Seisa 
(Queensland) where we had left two days earlier) 
included horse races along the beach. It would have 
been a lot more fun than doing what we were doing 
now; drifting along at around 3 knots (if we were 
lucky) with the spinnaker up and practically no 
wind. There wasn’t any point putting the motor on 
and going faster though, we didn’t want to arrive at 
Gove in the dark (we had been told there were 
black mooring buoys) so the decision to wallow 
around was the only available choice and even 
then we worked out 3 knots was too fast for a 
daytime entrance into the harbour As a result we 
decided eventually to pull the sail down and turn 
the engines off and wallow with the waves in the 

Once you have reached the pinnacle of the Australian mainland: Cape York – you can go one of two 
ways: back down south; or into the ‘wild west,’ and for us it was the ‘wild west’ that beckoned. 
However, timelines, the bane of every yachty, prevented us from exploring the coast between Cape York 
and Darwin to any great extent. We had hoped to spend some time in the Wessel Group of Islands 
(recommended by practically every yachty we came across) but a booked flight to Brisbane dictated our 
movements. As a result our first step was across the Gulf of Carpentaria rather than sailing down around 
the coastline and we begin November somewhere near a theoretical Northern Territory Border in the 
middle of the sea two days in to a three-day trip on our way to Gove. After forty eight hours I was 
getting used to the routine but I am going to blame the sugar in the snacks when I found myself belly-
dancing to ‘80’s pop music the entire first shift, from 0000 to 0300 on 1st November 2016! 

From Gove I had promised the cats day-hops but reneged on that after we left the Hutchinson Strait on 
the mainland on the 9th November when inadequate wind was not going to get us into our anchorage 
before dark so we bit the bullet and skipped the next scheduled anchorage as well, sailing overnight 
towards Goulburn Islands. In the end we didn’t stop until we got to Port Essington.  

We were possibly the last boat heading west this season – we didn’t see anyone else, and staff at Garig 
Gunak National Park confirmed we were the latest boat they’d ever seen. 

2

middle of nowhere. With the spinnaker socked we drifted, in the sunshine, bobbing around in the 
middle of the sea. It was actually a good time to have a rest; a quick snooze if we wanted it and 
perhaps some fishing. Bait fish were being hammered just off the back of us and Andrew threw in a 
line, where it was subsequently snagged, then let go and we got nothing. The disturbance moved on 
and the fishing rod came in. The carnage however hadn’t moved far and for three and a half hours we 
were entertained with the demise of small fish both from the jumping tuna from below and the 
frenzied jostling of sea birds from above. 
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Gove 
‘Gove’ refers to Gove Peninsula or Gove Harbour, the site of a 
now non-operational aluminium smelter (due to be pulled 
down), an old mining site (due to be remediated), a power 
plant (still needed for the conveyor belt that brings bauxite 
from the current mine to the jetty (supposedly the longest 
conveyor belt in the world at 34 kilometers)), a pile of red bauxite ready to be loaded 
onto ships to go to operating smelters (minus the dust that covers your boat) and a large 

jetty that handles ore carriers (for the bauxite) and cargo 
ships to supply the mine and the associated town of 
Nhulunbuy. It is a regular stop for yachts and power boats 
before or after the 300 or so nautical mile trip across the 

Gulf of Carpentaria. 

The first ‘structure’ at Gove was an 
airport constructed during the war 
and the area was a base for the 
Catalina flying ships during this 
time. We didn’t stay around long 
enough to explore this part of 
Australia’s military history. 

2nd November 2016.  At 0700 local time the anchor was 
down and we were looking forward to a nice, non-time 
restricted snooze.  

I had just put the anchor ball up, waved to the army boat 
off our starboard side (one of the lads was having his 
morning cuppa in his red tshirt before he stuck the 
camouflage uniform on) and I was walking around to the 
back of the boat when I spotted a tinnie heading towards 
us. ‘Not visitors at this time’, I thought…’surely’. (Sengo was in an awful state and in no condition to 
take visitors, let alone the fact we were exhausted after a three-day passage (we had expected to take 
only two)). Instead, it was the welcoming committee! Kumaroo had noticed our arrival and going out to 
pick up some fuel decided he would pop over and greet us, provide us with an orientation document 
and offer to take us into town (Nhulunbuy – 15 kilometers away) for some shopping in the afternoon. 
What a wonderful welcome. Technically we didn’t need anything from town; our fuel had been topped 
up at Seisa (and we had only used 13.5 hours of it on the way across) and our food stocks were good 
but I took the opportunity to get more fresh apples. There is nothing quite like fresh apples when you 
have been living on canned fruit.  

Gove  

Arriving at Gove at Sunrise 
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Blocking the navigation. Tiger wasn’t going to 
move until he was sure we weren’t doing another 

stressful three-day passage. 

1

5th November 2016. Gove to Elizabeth Bay. 
Andrew woke up with a start realising he may 
have miscalculated the navigational data we were 
going to use for today and instead of leaving at 
around 1130 we should actually be at Cape 
Wilberforce at that time instead. So, the morning 
cuppa was delayed, and so was breakfast until we 
well underway. Unfortunately there was 
practically no wind and the needed 5 knots to get 

3rd November 2016 – Thursday night at the Gove Boat Club 

The Gove Boat Club (home of the Gove Yacht Club) is open 
four days per week; Thursday evenings from 4pm to 830pm 
and Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays (12pm to 8.30pm). The 
meals are large at slightly inflated pub meal prices and I 
don’t know what the drinks cost as Andrew bought those 
(Alcohol is often more expensive in these remote, largely 

aboriginal 
communities 

where apart from specific licensed premises, the communities 
are listed as dry).  As it was the only gathering spot 
(commercial; there is a shelter used for sundowners 
otherwise) we popped over to check it out. It is popular. 
Apart from the table of fellow cruisers (most of whom started 
to head south the next day), there were clearly the local 
workers as well. For an isolated place, the place was full) 
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to the Cape (in order to take advantage of the 
current (or lack of it at slack tide) was fading fast. 
After persisting and then tacking in front of an 
anchored cargo ship (it was a busy commercial 
day as one other cargo ship was at the main jetty 
and the barge the Coral Bay was anchored inside 
the harbour) we gave up on hope and put a motor 
on. We furled the headsail in but kept the main 
sail up in the hope it might give us some 
propulsion (even though we were now traveling 
pretty close to the wind).  

Our destination was Elizabeth Bay where a very 
large oyster lease occupies the majority of the 
area. We anchored just outside the markers to the 
east, and an employee came over to check us out. 
As we hadn’t actually set the anchor when he 
arrived, I was probably not as friendly as I might 
have been, being quite stressed that Andrew had 
taken his hand off the throttle in order to talk to 
the man and subsequently Sengo had moved 
around in movement to the waves, and in a 
direction not conducive to being secure. The mud 
bottom here is extremely fine and silty, a slight 
grey-green colour, and hard to set in. The anchor 
had to be reset. To his credit though, the pearl 
lease employee did tell us what channel they were 
on and to just call them if we needed anything. 

Floating pontoon  at Gove 

Sunset from Gove Boat Club 
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6th November 2016. Elizabeth Bay to The Boot. There was no wind 
today – or it was very slight when it did come–and from the north, 
which of course was where we were heading. We had awoken to a 
glass sea and knew the engines would be going on. We were planning 
to anchor in what is affectionately known as The Boot, or Guruliya 
Bay on the north side of Raragala Island in the Wessel Group. 
Today’s transit included the gap between Cotton Island and Wigram 
Island in the English Companys Islands and Gugari Gap, 
affectionately known as the Hole-in-the-Wall, a 64-meter wide gap 
between Guluwuru Island and Raragala Island in the Wessel Group. 
Tides play an important part in navigation up here and sea moving 
through narrow spaces is always a challenge. The tide through 
Gugari Gap can be up to 9 knots; not a current you want to be 
motoring against (at least not a current we want to be motoring 
against as I know we would fail). According the Northern Territory 
Cruising Guide by John Knight, the only cruising guide we have been 
referred to (but is a badly edited document (despite its original 
publication in 1968 over 40 years ago (you think they could tidy it up 
a bit)) to travel north you need to be at the southern entrance just 
after high tide. We went a smidge early (about 20 minutes) but still 
motored through smoothly, albeit with a reduced SOG (speed over 
ground). 

The Boot is listed as a shallow bay in the guide but the depths are 
more than adequate for most yachts I know. It is a very well protected 
bay, funnily enough in the shape of a boot, and we were the only boat 
anchored here. It is a funny (and lonely) feeling thinking you might 
be the last yacht heading west for the season – the yachts we know 
that were heading to Darwin have already arrived and their crews 
dispersed to more southern, cooler parts of the county.  

7th November 2016….was a lazy and hot day at The Boot. I made a batch of muffins which became 
lunch and the shades went up and we spent most of the day in the front shaded cockpit reading. I did do 
a bit of cleaning in between chapters. At 1630 we headed out for a fish. The results: Andrew hooked a 
small shark but thankfully it let go again quickly, I hooked a large reef fish but my lure let go and 
Andrew hooked a small cod which we released. The other hookups were snags. Cilla did her hip again; I 
think it is a stress reaction so I gave here a small amount of drugs. 

Gugari Gap Gugari Gap 

Gugari Gap 

Gugari Gap 

Gugari Gap 
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Port Essington 

1

9th - 15th  November 2016. The Journey (9th – 10th November). 
Of course, had we planned to do overnighters we would have 
taken a more direct route from Raragala Island and arrived at 
Port Essignton a bit earlier, but as mentioned before I had 
promised the cats, after our three-day trip across the Gulf, that 
there would be no more multi-day trips. Tiger even made a 
point of reminding us when we pulled the chart out to plot our 
course from Gove. As usual, in sailing, one must go with the 
flow and after our first long day from Raragala Island to 
Hutchison Strait (where we tentatively anchored in an area that 
isn’t officially chartered) things began to change. The next step 
would have been a 70 nautical mile journey (a 14-hour trip 
calculated on 5 knots) but we knew within the first couple of 
hours, even after our exceptionally early start, that we weren’t 
going to make it. The wind was in precisely the wrong 
direction, with precisely the wrong speed to get us anywhere 
useful (in fact we were heading back east) and we ended up 
putting the motor on to navigate through the channel between 
Mooroongga Island and Yaboomba Island (an area marked as 
‘inadequately surveyed’) before making the decision to head for 
the destination of planned night two (Goulburn Islands) instead 
of heading back toward the mainland. This we discovered we 
could do with the wind angle so once out of the dicey channel 
the motors went off. This also meant an overnight run, which 
was achieved mostly on sail. When we were getting close to 
The Goulburn Islands we looked at our next step. The next 
‘planned’ stop was Mission Bay on Crocker Island and this 
could be achieved before dark. We had wind (which worked for 
a while during the day) and the journey was achieved (again 
mostly on sail) by mid afternoon.  Of course when we got near 
Mission Bay we were getting tired but the wind had picked up 
and as we were going to be tired anyway, even with 12 hours 
rest we decided to push on to Black Point, Port Essington. 
Taking the high route around the top of Crocker Island, and 
avoiding the trawlers at either end of this section of the journey 
we found ourselves in the unusual position where we had to 
slow down (dramatically, or we would arrive at the destination 
at 0200). Andrew gave me two options and in hindsight I chose 
the wrong one. (I ended up tacking off and heading north-east 
for some time before re-tacking at around 0300 toward our 
original destination waypoint). Unfortunately the wind had 
died down a bit by this time and whist we were moving ahead, 
it was predominately only due to the tide. We didn’t arrive at 
the waypoint on sunup as hoped, but at around 0900 when the 
temperature was getting hot and we were getting exceptionally 
tired. We ended up motoring the last stretch into Black Point 
and anchoring at the suggested anchorage (probably best for a 

Garig Gunak Baru  

Port Essington lies on the 
Coburg Peninsula and is 
surrounded by the Garig 
Gunak Barlu National Park 
(formery the Gurig National 
Park) and a surrounding 
marine park. The National 
Park consists of 4500 square 
kilometers and contains the 
very first wetland listed under 
the Ramsar Convention (8th 
May 1974). Camping is at 
Black Point only and a permit 
must be obtained if coming by 
road. The park is the central 
lands to several aboriginal 
groups who have been in 
occupation for about 40,000 
years.  

Vegetation types in the park 
include mangrove/salt flats; 
coastal beach and dune 
groups; rainforest; swamps and 
open forest. The park’s coral 
reef areas were one area of 
three used to monitor global 
warming but I am not sure of 
the effect bleaching has had on 
this area 

2

dry season south easterly (and not our 
original plan of anchoring around the 
point which probably would have 
afforded more protection from the 
north westerly winds). Our trip to 
shore was delayed as I came down 
with dehydration related symptoms 
and was out of action until after 
lunch. 
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Port Essington 
Black Point. 
It was around 1500 when we headed to 
shore to check out the ranger station. It 
was exceptionally hot, we were tired and 
the adjacent shore was essentially a surf 
beach so whist we had chosen a spot 
between the reefs to alight it was awkward 
and wet and the tinnie was at risk of being 
swamped despite the dropping tide. 
Somehow, with an almighty effort, we 
managed to pull the tinnie high enough up the beach. Anchoring in a 
crashing shore didn’t help our mood but we trundled up the sandy path 
behind the dunes (which the sea breeze didn’t get to and it was 
suddenly very oppressive) toward the ranger station.  The Cultural 
Center interpretation centre was open; a building full of displays 
depicting the history of the local aboriginal tribes, the wreck of the ss 
Australia at the western entrance to Port Essington, the history of 

European support and the settlement of Victoria. Other interps 
included displays of marine rubbish and nets, and an Indonesian 
canoe, whose occupant had lost his engine somewhere off the 
Indonesian coast and was whipped around with currents and wind for 
three weeks before landing nearby here (the poor fellow thought he was 
still in Indonesia and he was sent back home). 

I couldn’t see any obvious vehicles and a there was someone fixing the 
generator but no rangers. It is listed on the front of the Cultural Centre 
that rangers are in the vicinity from 0830 to 1030 every morning. 
Clearly we had missed them.  

When we finally caught up with park staff the next morning they were 
surprised to see someone here so late in the season as the park is 
officially closed. They were great with information, providing us with 
brochures on the park and Victoria, and some history of the animals 
and debris that get washed up on shore. 

Looking towards Black Point 

Black Point Jetty (disused) 

Black Point Jetty (disused) 

Cultural Centre 

Cultural Centre 
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Port Essington 

1

It is Wet Season! 
The staff at the Ranger Station had indicated that the top of 
the park got substantially less rain compared with down south 
and Darwin (Darwin had apparently already been getting wet, 
we just hadn’t been keeping an eye on it) and that there was a 
very clear demarcation line at Caiman Creek, a few kilometers 
south of Black Point. Sure enough just as we sailed past 
Caiman Creek we noticed thunderstorm clouds to the east of 
us and some very sharp lightening strikes. We turned the 
radar on to track its progress. At first at 12 nm away it didn’t 
give us much concern but that became 10, 9, 8, 7 et cetera and 
it was just starting to rain as I put the anchor down. I got the 
plants outside before I retreated inside. Fortunately we didn’t 
get much of its fury, despite the constant grumble of the 
thunder, a few bouts being loud and sudden enough to put us 
all on edge. But unfortunately we didn’t get much rain either, 
comparatively speaking, only a light drizzle, enough to make 
the run-off reddish from dislodging any loose red bauxite from 
the canopy, not enough to really give the boat a clean. I was 
hoping for a bit more. 

Tempest. Be careful what you wish for…It was 4am when 
my eyes shot open and I was suddenly awake. Slivers of light 
flashed at a distance to the south but it was the wind that had 
woken me up: a constant howl that threatened to get worse. 
Oh my. The storm is coming. Racing out the back woke up 
Andrew and as I rescued the load of washing I’d done and 
closed the back cockpit windows, Andrew was inside closing 
all the top hatches and side port-lights against the rain. I had 
to move Cilla (who was quite happy getting drizzled on) in 

2

order to move the front cockpit 
cushions to a spot they would get less 
wet. 
We hadn’t brought the shades in and 
by this time they were flapping loudly, 
thankfully still holding at their corners 
by rope or ratchet straps but I was 
concerned at the front tie down, as I’d 
only put a couple of half hitches 
around the front struts. The wind got 
louder. The rain got heavier and the 
lightening got closer, in as much as it 
was passing us. We didn’t however 
hear much thunder for around an hour 
(perhaps it was disguised by the wind), 
and just when we hoped the storm was 
passing, it seemed it was getting 
closer.  

As a precaution we switched off all 
electronics and the computers and 
phones went into the oven (Faraday 
cage). Andrew went back to bed and I 
followed soon after; there was nothing 
else we could do in these conditions in 
the dark. 

I am not sure how the cats interpreted 
the noise of the wind and the rain 
(apart from Cilla being miffed at being 
brought inside) and they seemed to 
think it was a great opportunity for an 
early morning breakfast – which they 
got because I thought it was a great 
thing to distract them with.  

Our anchor held well (or reset well), 
thankfully and we woke up in about 
the same position as when we had laid 
it. We woke up to a totally grey sky 
and steady rain. 

Impending storm 

Impending storm 
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Victoria 
Teetering on the Edge 

1

‘Victoria’, England’s third attempt to set up a 
garrison in Northern Australia was established 
for two reasons; to beat the French and the 
Dutch to setting up their own outposts on this 
continent, and, in the hope of establishing trade 
with Singapore and the Macassans. The 
settlement only lasted eleven years and whist a 
cyclone in the year of settlement probably didn’t 
help, poor soils for growing food and no 
establishment of trade with passing ships sealed 
the settlements fate. 80 people died at Victoria 
during its eleven years; malaria, dissentry and 
scurvy being among the causes. 

The trail around the ruins of Victoria and 
associated plaques were a bicentennial project 
and the site is listed on the State Heritage listing. 
A newish looking interpretation board at the 
start of the trail gives you some of the history of the site and shows you 
a schematic of the track. Unfortunately I didn’t look at the schematic, 
as I held one in my hand on a brochure given out at the Ranger Station. 

I wrongly assumed they would be the same.  This means I 
was not looking out for the Governor’s House (not listed on 
the brochure I had) and missed the turn off around the kiln 
on the northern (western?) side of the site. The cemetery has 
four large crypts, three of which have scratchings on them. 
There are picnic tables scattered along the track; and 
scratched on one is a dedication to the 150th anniversary of 
Ludwig Leichharts passing through this area.  

Birdlife was prolific and the following were seen. 
Brahamany kite (chasing a small kingfisher sized bird on the 
beach at the start of the track), drongo, satin flycatcher, 
woodswallow (sp?), little friarbird, white-gaped honeyeater, 
white-throated honeyeater, shining flycatcher, restless 
flycatcher, grey fantail (race?), white-breasted wood 
swallow, great-pied heron, intermediate egret (? White 
morph – eastern reef?), pied imperial pigeon and bar-
shouldered dove. 

Port Essington 

Victoria Victoria 

Victoria: cemetery

Victoria: view toward 
Port entrance 

Victoria: kiln 

Victoria 
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In places the sound of insects was overwhelming. 

We had waited until mid-morning to visit Victoria. 
The sun had melted the grey sky away by the time 
we landed the tinnie and it was a rising tide on a 
very flat beach. Packets of dark sand lay just below 
a thin layer of normal coloured sand and these were 
quite soft, swallowing your feet if you managed to 
step in the wrong spot. Starfish had left impressions 
in the substrate and toadfish and shark were seen 
amongst the scavengers feeding along the shore. By 
the time we headed back to Sengo the wind had 
picked up and we were fighting the waves to leave. 

Victoria: Married quarters 

Victoria: magazine 

Victoria: bakery and hospital 

Victoria: bakery  
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Northern Capital  
 

Darwin 

1

17th – 30th November 2016 

You know it is hot when 30 
degrees centigrade inside seems 
cool! We had been warned that 
Darwin in the wet season wasn’t 
pleasant and I now have 
sympathy for the phenomenon of 
‘Territory Time’. ‘Queensland 
Time’ I put down to casual 
outback blaze attitudes so never 
expect anything done in a hurry 
in that state. Territory Time on 
the other hand is scary because it 
is just about impossible to get 
anything done after nine o’clock 
in the morning (outside anyway); 
the humidity is that draining and 
you are swimming in your own 
perspiration.  

Our arrival in Darwin was at the 
end of a very long day! Because 
the tides up here can be strong, it 
is important to time them just 
right in several critical spots. One 
of these is where the tide changes 
direction in the middle of Van 
Diemen Gulf about half way 
between Cape Don and Darwin. 
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To do this meant a 0300 start  
from Cape Don and so we 
headed out in the dark, 
tentatively to avoid the shallows 
and of course our course was 
straight into the wind. We waited 
until mid morning to put up the 
sails - when the wind had 
changed direction to our slight 
advantage and two subsequent 
thunderstorms had passed over 
us. In the end it was a respectable 
sailing day and when we reached 
the tide changeover we were 
doing up to 12 knots (the tide 
accounted for 5 to 6 of those). 
Our original intention had been 
to anchor in Fannie Bay for a few 
days but after contacting 
Fisheries and discovering we 
didn’t need a biosecurity 
inspection (we hadn’t been out of 
Australian waters), the 
lockmaster suggested we come in 
that afternoon (there was a bit of 
a storm expected in the evening 
and he thought we would be safer 
in than out). Of course it meant 
that the few jobs I wanted to get 
done beforehand wouldn’t 
happen and it would be a more 

3

expensive exercise!). After fueling 
up at the fuel dock (outside the 
marina), an orientation to check 
out the pen (where I discovered 
the ‘too small’ allocated pen was 
actually a shared pen with 
someone else already in it) we 
made our first foray through the 
lock and settled in for the night. 
By this time it was after 1800. We 
were exhausted and hungry but 
our first task was a nice long 
shower. 

4

Darwin is the Northern 
Territory’s capital city but you 
would only know it on a map. 
Try sending some post here and 
you can expect it to take up to 
ten days, and that is from 
neighbouring Queensland (we 
actually had mail sent from 
Victoria travel via Devonport in 
Tasmania and as at 30th 
November hadn’t yet arrived!). 
The people are friendly; which 
is just as well, because the 
climate isn’t. Access around the 
suburbs is by bus ($3 for a three 

5

hour ticket) although for a few 
days we hired a car (remarkably 
good value at $27 per day (small 
car of course but a similar sized 
vehicle in Innisfail in July cost us 
$65!)). We purchased some more 
cheap sunshades to knock out 
most of the sun but it is still hot.  

Although the city is 
comparatively small, I was 
pleased at the amount of green 
space around town and into the 
suburbs; gardens and parks are a 
plenty, with bike tracks and 
exercise equipment. 

Of course Darwin has a war 
history and there are remnants of 
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Darwin’s military involvement 
scattered across town. Visiting 
the Military Museum I was 
stunned that Australia was 
actually subject to 88 raids by 
the Japanese along our northern 
coast in WW2, from Exmouth 
in Western Australia to 
Townsville in Queensland (see 
notes on Forts Walk, Magnetic 
Island, Aboard Sengo July 
2016). Of course, I knew about 
Darwin but embarrassingly only 
about Broome from an 
historical romance novel. I had 
no idea of the other attacks. 

Cullen Bay lock 
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It wasn’t the fact that it was a crocodile park that got me interested in visiting Crocodylus Park, it was the 
mention on the radio of ‘mesmerizing meerkats’ (one of my favourite animals) that 
got my attention; and therefore a suggestion of what to do with the rest of the day 
after we had visited the market on Darwin’s Waterfront made me suggest ‘going 
tourist’. We arrived at the end of the 1200 feeding in the breeding pens and then went 
for a boat ride on their man-made river; jam packed with relocated and/or rogue 
beasts (one of which is still rogue and doesn’t, like the rest of them, stick to his own 
marked out territory). A walk in the heat around the ‘zoo’ part of the property made 
me realise just how far some of the bigger zoos had come in recent years with regard 
to enclosures (the enclosures for the big lions and tigers weren’t that bad, they were 
just too small and the poor animals were clearly exhausted in the middle of the day). 
However, the meerkats are not on display; apparently have not been for a while and 
will apparently not be for another few months due to reconstruction of their 
enclosure. Whilst I encourage the modernisation of the ‘prisons’ these animals find themselves in I am a 
bit miffed that the very thing that is highlighted on the radio ads for the park is not on display (and the 
very thing I turned up for!). Putting that disappointment behind us we got back to the main entrance 
building and were about to enter their museum when the power went out. It wasn’t back by the time we 
had had an ice-cream. We obtained a pass out for the next day but didn’t have time to get back there. 

Crocodylus Park 

The Mangrove Boardwalk 
The Mangrove Boardwalk is a short walk on East Point initiated by 
Greening Australia to highlight the different types of mangrove species that 
are important to Darwin’s landscape. 31 of the 51 species of mangrove found 
in Northern Territory are found here although it was hard to tell them apart. 
From a landscape point of view the track is uninspiring, traveling through a 
dry forest type area and an open floodway area before ending in the 
mangrove forest on the shore (there are crocodile warning signs at the 
floodway area). Birdsong was prolific however spotting the avians was 
challenging and in most cases we failed. Interps 
boards along the track describe plants, vegetation 
significance and give an introduction to the region’s 
significance from the local Larrikia peoples. 
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Darwin Military Museum 
The Darwin Military Museum is situated on East 
Point and is a collection of tanks and vehicles, 
artillery and ammunition and memorabilia and 
information from across many different conflicts.  
There are dedicated areas highlighting our affiliation 
with other military forces from across the globe as 
well as highlighting the special significance of 
Norforce; the front line of troops up here in remote 
Australia. The collection is vast and there is a lot of 
interpretation (some of which needs editing (simple 
things like sentences not finished off on interps 
boards)). If you read every piece of interp you could 
easily spend a couple of days here. Of course the main highlighted event was the invasion of Darwin by 
the Japanese on 19th February 1942 – in two waves, one in the morning and one in the afternoon. The 
list of the exact damage and casualties are almost consistent amongst the galleries. 

The fancy new building you enter to access the museum holds a modern gallery dedicated to the 
bombing of Darwin, highlighting individual stories and details. There is even a booth you can record 
your own Darwin bombing related story  - which may be included for pubic viewing if the curators 
deem it relevant. The theatre puts on production of the bombing event but I found it a bit too kitsch. 
Yes, they didn’t have a lot to work with, and it wasn’t the fire graphics put over the black and white 
pictures or the air raid siren that I really thought out of place; it was the carefree butterfly graphic 
(which was obviously fake) at the beginning of the production and then the black and white pictures of 
the (actually I don’t know what they were off, I assume doomed ships) during the fire scenes; you see, 
the fire scenes took up across the entire wall to indicate you were enveloped in the situation, the black 
and white pictures were stuck up high on the wall near the ceiling above this – if you were 
concentrating on one you weren’t going to notice the other. 

Having said all that, it is worth a visit, although having been warred-out with two overseas trips in 
recent years to Europe, Turkey and Vietnam, I wasn’t going to 
read too intensely. (The Vietnam and Norforce galleries are under 
one of the gun emplacements on East Point. The second gun 
emplacement is outside the museum grounds). 

 

Searchlight used to highlight enemy 
ships – yes this photo is the right way up An original 1942 Jeep (GP) Back entrance to the gun emplacement 

Gun emplacement 
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The Charles Darwin National Park is only a few kilometers from the 
centre of the city and encompasses a large area of bushland that once 
served as an area of ammunition storage (known as ‘bomb dumps’) for 
Darwin during WW2. Ammunition bunkers are scattered throughout 
the area, and several of these can be seen adjacent the walking/vehicle 
tracks. A couple of these are open for inspection and one closer to the 
entrance is full of interpretation boards that look fairly new (relatively 
speaking). The area also holds evidence of aboriginal middens and was 
first surveyed for Europeans in 1869. 

Although there are not many tracks here, our visit was rushed and we 
spent just 90 minutes exploring this area before we had to return the car 
to the hire shop. It had been raining overnight and the sky was clouded 
so we didn’t really think of sunscreen, but the other ‘must have’ here is 
insect repellant – which we also forgot. I mean, when they have 
prominent boards warning you about biting insects and don’t even 
mention the crocodiles…   

Croc Count: Apart from Crocodylus Park we saw three crocs this month; all at Port 
Essington. Two we disturbed close to shore (may have been canoodling so we got out 
of their way very quickly), and one was sunning itself on the beach at a distance. 

Croc Count for November: 3 

Winners and Losers. 

I refuse to do a Winners and Losers for this month as the last few days of November 
were spent, when the weather allowed, fixing up Sengo so she can have a few month’s 
rest. The issue was not the original list (which was big enough); the issue was that the 
list kept growing. Every time I would start one job, at least three jobs came out of it. I 
have given up counting. 

Charles Darwin National Park 

What about crocodiles? View over Darwin from Picnic Ground Bomb Dump 

Water source and fire hose holder: one 
of these is adjacent every bunker  

Charles Darwin National Park


